statements

subtle Coma is a digitally-printed
wallpaper on coated, non-woven material. Optional extras: LED lights and
Swarovski crystals. meystyle.com

produced by nicole haddad

we love
pattern
Zarin Fabric's
linen velvet
burnout fabric
is shown in
the turquoise
colorway.
zarinfabrics.com

lively Wallpaper: Kaleidoscope in pink/orange/
multi. Bedspread: La Di Da
stripe in rosy/tangerine/
lime/peony. zoffany.com
energizing Rosita
Missoni's Narboneta
chevron rug is customizable in terms of textures, construction, and
fibers. starkcarpet.com

pattern

eye-catching motifs
that set furnishings and
accessories apart
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spring blooms
A bold, floral
watercolor motif
adorns elegant
metallic grounds.
carlrobinson.co.uk

statements

haute hue
This woven
diamondpatterned
ikat is part of
Kravet's new
Exotic Travels
collection.
kravet.com

pattern

blurred beauty Samurai was
inspired by the beautiful fabrics used in
Japanese Samurai uniforms. Shown in
the Kingfisher colorway. delecuona.com
midnight blue Ruan
Hoffmann's Splash tile
is hand-lithographed
on cement. From the
Postcards From Myself
collection. cletile.com

maritime colors Patterned pillow:
Harbour Barrel Knot Fringe. Solid
pillow and sofa skirt trim: Harbour
Serpentine Braid. Sofa trim: Harbour
Cord with Tape. samuelandsons.com

summer canvas Market Square,
from the Williamsburg Classic III
series, features white paisleys
and foliage against a saturated
background. robertallendesign.com
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statements

art underfoot
Solinka, a 100% silk
woven onto a cotton
backing, is from the
Rumi Silk collection.
Shown in Sunburst.
wovenconcepts.com

hand in hand Textile
artist Meg Callahan juxtaposes the inexact nature
of hand-dyed materials
and the precision of patchwork quilting in her Dye
Quilt. bespokeglobal.com

pattern
details, details Headboard front: Charlene Mullen
hand-embroidery Double
Cross on cream wool. Piping:
Romo Kirby Block FR in Sangria. Base: Charlene Mullen
cream wool. savoirbeds.com
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mosaic medley This
hand-cut, colored-glass
mosaic is suitable for table
tops, screens, and mirrors.
Custom colors and sizes.
martinbrownmosaics.com

this way please! Limelight
Velvet, a tonal yet graphic
jacquard, is from the Catherine
Martin Metropolis collection
for Mokum. mokumtextiles.com;
hollyhunt.com continued 

ern

good impression
The Cezanne rug is by
Bellbridge Carpets.
carpetrends.com

statements

patt

Coral motif Great
Barrier Reef, shown in
indigo, showcases
metallic ink suitable for
both island and urban
homes. fschumacher.com

classic palette Sofa fabric: Salinas in denim.
Pillows, top to bottom: Dana, Creek, and Napa,
all in denim. All by Clarke & Clarke. duralee.com

inspired Niu Fret, from Beacon Hill's Festival
Outdoor collection, is based on an embroidered
apron. beaconhilldesign.com see Resources
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